
I’ve been at this school for 
awhile now (aka FOREVER OH 
GOD JUST LET ME GRADU-
ATE), and have been single 
more than I’ve been in some 
sort of relationship.  Let me 
tell you, this has got to be 
the worst school ever to be 
a single girl.  I’ll even be so 
glad as to tell you why.  Let’s 
take visiting friends at another 
school, or even just back 
home.  Your friends/family/ 
non-Tech people will always, 
always, ALWAYS ask, “Oh, so 
you have a boyfriend?  No?  
Why not?  Why can’t you 
find anyone?  There are like a 
billion guys up there!”  What.  
Where did this come from?  
The Ratio, that’s where! 
 
Tech has The Ratio.  “Omg The 
Ratio is totally in your favor!”  
Fuck you no it’s not.  Now, I 
don’t mean to offend anyone, 
but, y’know.  Shit happens.  
Let’s break down The Ratio.  

Two nights ago, I dreamt it was Wednesday.  I went 
to my classes, ran errands, went to meetings, and 

did homework.  Then I woke up.
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Dream manfully and nobly, and 
thy dreams shall be prophets.

-Edward G. Bulwer-Lytton
Many of us here at Michigan Tech feel an affinity for Houghton.  Things are just...
easier here than in most places.  They’re especially better than in large cities, such as 
Chicago or Detroit, for various reasons. With no apologies to you folks that happen 
to be from big cities, here’s a Letterman-style 10 reasons that Houghton is better 
than a big city.  

1) All roads are plowed, even in the worst snowstorms.   Larger cities like Chicago 
run out of funds and time to plow every single road, and it shows with accidents, 
gridlock, and roads so salty you could pickle eggs in the runoff. 

2) Speaking of traffic, the lack thereof is amazing.  Houghton “gridlock” is at 5pm, or 
whenever they raise the bridge. And crossing the street requires more thought to 
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What is it now?  Like 3 dudes to every one girl?  Now.  Let’s take out all the socially inept people that don’t know how 
to talk to other people, let alone a person with a vagina.  Now it’s probably about 2 to 1, with some really generous 
rounding. 

After knocking out the social wierdos, let’s get rid of all the guys that are already in relationships (probably back 
home).  Now it’s probably about 1 to 1.  Now once you get rid of the gay population of Tech (we totally have one, 
and they’re freaking awesome) it’s now about 1 guy to every 2 girls.  Yeah.  Those odds are really fucking awesome.   
Throw in the guys who ‘forget’ to shower and you have yourself a real shoddy chance of finding someone.  Sorry, I’m 
not gonna take the time to see your winning personality if I can’t breathe in your presence. 

Past this comes the ever-feared “Friend Zone” that guys bitch about a lot.  Seriously?  Here’s how you fix it: fucking say 
something very concrete about how you feel about a girl.  BOOM.  Problem fucking solved.  Either she’ll return the 
feelings and ya’ll can frolic in the snow of pure happiness, or, she’ll say she just wants to be friends, and that’s that.  
But don’t you try and blame that shit on us.  Just because we’re single doesn’t 
mean we want any and all dick that is also single.  Don’t work like that, asshats.

Just make sure you don’t make awkward comments hinting towards a relation-
ship or sex for years and expect something to magically happen.  Nor should 
you drunk text them about the inappropriate things you want to do to them.  
Not the way to charm the pants off a girl.  And if you were only friends with 
a girl for the off-chance you might get to stick your dick in one of her orifices, 
well...I think that speaks for itself. 

The absolute worst part, worse than friends essentially blaming you for not 
having a significant other is the power couples that look on you with pity for 

being fucking alone.  And then try to 
set you up to improve your life so you 
don’t have to be so sad and lonely, 
because “We only want you to be as 
happy as we are!  *giggle*.”  Yeah, 
well, fuck you too.  Rant over.
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Cat SpaCe poopdome 9000

Does your cat spend hours 
crying and daydreaming 
about being an astronaut? 
Suffer no more, Kitty Cadet! 
With the Cat Space Poop-
dome 9000, your cat can 
imagine he’s hurtling through 
space, farting out space dust 
and peeing on alien planets! 
This futuristic litter box can’t 
be beat!

Rating: 4 turds out of 5
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HeadreSt of all HeadreStS

On those tough days when 
holding your own head upright 
is just too much work, you 
can use the Headrest of All 
Headrests! Use it for napping 
during meetings, watching Sci 
Fi movie marathons, and for 
a reprieve during those long 
makeout sessions. The sleek 
design makes it almost un-
noticeable, so no one has to 
know you suffer from necktile 
dysfunction. 
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tHe Hand Job Helper

When was the last time you or your partner were disap-
pointed with your lack of manual agility and power? With 
this fashionable device, you can work out your hands 
until your fingers are as big and 
strong as boa constrictors, and 
your palms are bulkier than 
Hulk Hogan’s thighs.  You 
should see our similar mouth 
product! Kinksters: wear 
the device during sexy 
rumpus time! It probably 
feels like futuristic robot 
sex on the moon!
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tHe tri-lliptiCyCle

Should I ride my bike?
Should I run on the elliptical?
Or, should I do BOTH?

Never debate again. Now, 
with the tri-llipticycle, you can 
go for totally normal jaunts 
on the boardwalk, around the 
neighborhood, even to the 
grocery store! It’s the bastard 
child the exercise world has 
been waiting for -- we’re not 

sure if it’s a boy or a girl, but we know that you’ll enjoy it no 
matter which you are! Get your white and nerdy on today!

not fall than it does to watch for traffic. 

3) Very little litter!  I was just in Chicago, 
and it felt more like a dump than a 
city.  Houghton has magical litter lep-
rechauns or something.  

4) Fewer witnesses to see you hiding 
all the bodies in that vacant lot up by 
the credit union...

5) That guy you see on the side of 
the road, at a stoplight?  He’s not a 
transient, begging for money.  He’s 
drunk, and has no idea where he is. 
Or possibly who he is. 

6) Small towns offer less neck trauma 
from staring upwards at ridiculously tall 
buildings.  And fewer pigeons poop-
ing on your head.

7) Most major food options, less cost!  
We have almost every major food fran-
chise in the Midwest (sorry Wendy’s 
and BK).  And for the pretentious, 
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there are still expensive places like the 
Library, or the Quincy House.  

8) Safety!  The odds of being mugged 
or otherwise, walking alone at night 
down the roads is approximately less 
than winning the Spanish National 
Lottery. 

9) Our abandoned buildings are fun!  
Places like the dredge, and abandoned 
mines are fun to explore, and aren’t 
going to be full of crackwhores!  If you 
want to find a semi-abandoned build-
ing full of drugs, go visit the Backroom, 
which is miraculously back in business. 

10) You are approximately 20 feet 
away from nature at any place in 
Houghton.  Can’t exactly say that for 
the toxic deathtraps that are large cit-
ies, can you?  

So there you have it, 10 glorious 
reasons that Houghton is better than 
a big city.  
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